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About This Content

Thanos was out of action for quite some time, but when the Annihilation Wave triggered his return, he wore these subtle robes
instead of his classic suit.
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Title: Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite - Thanos Annihilation Costume
Genre: Action
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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It like terraria but 3d
it like gmod but with blocks
it like link to the past with out a plot
it like when you come out of the bathroom after a good dump (but better)
it like Minecraft but has more fight and mobs
so give or take mostly give, its epic. Absolutely phenomenal VR experience. Incredibly polished, especially for a free title.. This
game is fun but very confusing, with poor English, weird saving system and bugs.

Pros:
- Wide range of arsenal from the beginning, and all for free
- Cool weapons and bug guns
- RPG elements
- Gunplay is fun
- missions are fun
- Great and creepy mood and atmosphere
- cheap

Cons:
- Confusing
- Easy to get lost
- Sometimes doesn't save where you left off, so you are forced to repeat a past mission
- Hilarious and poor English
- difficulty spikes. Seriously, who thought sending helicopters to shoot at you in an empty space was a good idea?
- Can be grindy
- Hacking isn't really fun and takes too long sometimes

Final thought: Get it on a sale.. The Ocra is pretty fun to use
The sniper is alright
The tommy gun is a slightly better version of the previous one
The shotgun ain't that good. best pew pew evah. Here is a game that will test you. It brings a wonderful way to see the story of
"Alice in Wonderland". It's challenging, but fun. The game has you flying through the words of the story. you can ether play the
game by Stages or go for broke and try to play the whole thing. Playing the whole game is the better way. give this game a try,
and see how "Alice in Wonderland" can be so much fun!. I had really high hopes for this game but sadly it falls short. I love
climbing games and climbing is not bad at all. The game is well optimized and looks nice ( If u like the cartoonish art style).
Sadly I was hoping for more story. After I completed the game which took under 60 min I still had no clue what it was about. I
actually thought the game was loading the next level but instead it was over which was a huge disappointment. The game had a
lot of potential but at this point in time, I can not recommend it for the price. If you like climbing games, don't mind the short
playtime and find it for 5$ or less you should try it out..  This key was obtained from the developer for the purposes of review. 

 Summary: A game that just needs more. While its base combat and mechanics work, it wears out its welcome very quickly, as
the variety of enemies, environments, and tactics don't last for more then a couple of hours. Compared to other games of equal
price or depth, it doesn't compare as unfortunately it's aesthetic doesn't bring anything interesting to the table, and the mechanics
have been seen before. While it's definitely easier to play then it's free to play counterpart on the mobile platform, the f2p
aspects there don't feel that necessary (they feel out of the way in fact). In fact, the best way to understand if you'd generally
like the gameplay of the game is to play the google play version of the game, and realize that you've got a keyboard to work with
after that. But in the end, Cardinal Quest 2 just doesn't do enough to stand out from its competition.

 Gameplay Footage and Video Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV729q5lQmU

 Lists: 
+:
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 Simple combat works on its core mechanics and simplistic skills and item system to a certain extent. While void of true
complexity, there's balance of elements here and a reasonable challenge.

 Like some small touches like the auto-selling of equipment that's obviously worse in every way to your current set.

 Heroes, while at first seem unbalanced, do have a reasonable balance in the end.

 The alchemist does feel like a unique character that stands out from the others.

 Glad to see the f2p elements from the mobile game gone.

-:

 Game lacks variety for the long haul. After 2-3 hours, you'll see what the game has offered in pretty much every way. It
misses the KO punch to really draw attention to it. Lack of enemy variety, equipment, and environments as a whole.

 Certain control problems with missing key strokes show up because of the mobile port. Can be annoying at times when
you have to use the mouse to click on something

 Compared to other games in the genre, it doesn't have the content to warrant the 15 dollar price tag. Games like The
Enchanted Cave 2 and Tallowmere bring more content in the end.

 Certain extra elements hinder gameplay despite being a new ability due to unintended side effects that it can have. For
example, auto-charge sounds great at first, until you realize you attack allies and the shopkeeper who will hammer you
down, even if you don't want to.

 Very uneven. Rough in several places, while smooth in others, making an uneasy experience.

 At times, doesn't do a good job of explaining extra stats or elements that a weapon/armor can have, and what the exact
effect is.

 Lack of Cardinals. But in all seriousness, saying there's story campaign in this game is misleading, cause there's really
no story.

. Even "Duty Calls" was a better game.

Uninstalled 10/10
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No Controller Mapping :(. The publisher decided to cut off the ending from the original Arcania and sell it as the add-on. Don't
buy it.. not what i expected
. Parrot, pirate hat and a blade , good enough. Great top down RPG with a nice story
there are some catchy tunes in it as well :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRYGvyqSBCg
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